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1. Journal editors/publishers: In cases where concerns are confirmed, it may be necessary to republish, retract, and/or remove the article or dataset. In deciding how to proceed, consider the extent to which the data in question affect the article, how data availability issues impact the article's compliance with editorial policies, and the extent to which the article's content needs to be modified to mitigate the risk. Pursue editorial action (e.g. correction, Expression of Concern, retraction) as warranted according to journal policies and COPE guidance.

2. In cases where sensitive data comprise an essential aspect of the dataset, the data publisher may restrict access to the dataset or ask authors to make the sensitive data available upon request.

3. The data publisher should consider what level of information is appropriate to include in a public notice, to avoid compromising sensitive information or informing users of sensitive information that was previously included.

4. The tombstone page is a page that indicates that there was previously a data record which is no longer available, this should not note the reasons behind the dataset removal.
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